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Blackstone LaunchPad is pleased to announce the latest cohorts of the Blackstone 
LaunchPad Fellowship, our immersive 7-week program designed to support student 
entrepreneurs.

Run in partnership with Future Founders, the 2022 Summer Blackstone LaunchPad
Fellowship will empower 90 student startups with entrepreneurial resources, mentorship, 
education, and financial assistance.

Student participants will benefit from a community of fellow student entrepreneurs that 
will motivate them to explore and build on their ideas, and further develop their skills as 
founders.

We invite you to take a first look at these remarkable students and their startups. Join us in 
supporting their journey to solve today and tomorrow’s most challenging problems.

@BXLaunchPad 

#LaunchPadFellowship

www.blackstonelaunchpad.org
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Venus Kiran Khalid

Business Services

Boomerang Tezin Walji

DOSACK Karan Shah

Esk Nishant Varshney

Hiro Careers Jack Manning

JMB Import Xport LLC Jules Doua

L&F Project 
Management 

Monique Jackson

Locol Mateo Delaguila

Morel Technology Marcus Twichel

Netsso Eoin O'Doherty

PREPARE Juan Maya 
Hernandez

riddick & gray Marcela Riddick
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Instituto Faço Wellington Silva
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LA Youth Changemakers 
Initiative 

Genevieve Chin
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Transportation
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Nomadine Oluwaseun
Adesanya

OOMPH! Hannah Arthurs

Company Name

Education (cont’d)
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SmartbooksAR Simone Jensen

SOLIDS Ruby Mejia-Perez

Storyboard Rebecca Castillo

The Next Step Deandra Simon

Fashion & Beauty

Anjali Jewelry Creations Asmita Mohanta

Candid Organics Nayancie
Matthews

Hair Robotics Kadidia Konate

Lorzeus Samara  Taxil

Nailerz LLC Mhegan Alexander-
Lee

Rare Concepts  Kareem Hill 

Sew Swag Dillon Eisman

Finance / FinTech / Blockchain

CHiT Becky Paul 
Odionhin

Food & Beverage

Carl's Sweet Potato 
Company 

Carlson Giddings

Foodpool Patrick Wang

Manna Bakery Saif Manna

Nio Noel Cedanio
Urena

Recyclboxe Vicky Huang

Sugar Sucre  Lily Lo
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ADAWI Reem Berman

Dhawan Medical 
Innovations, Inc. 

Naveen Dhawan

EZ Bedpan Sawyer Schuljak

FitKO Okiremute
Oyiborhoro

Illumenar Justin Monaco

KinometriX, Inc. Sam Jazzo

MatchAPro Tuduetso Masire

Myteria Minds Jasper Tahany

RHM Innovations Inc Brandon Davis

Routeshuffle Riley Walz

StaffOnTap Kayla Foley

Stepping Stone I-Mei Liao

Upfront  Sophie Dornevil
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University of Dublin, Trinity College

Hiro Careers Jack Manning

Myteria Minds Jasper Tahany

Netsso Eoin O'Doherty

OOMPH! Hannah Arthurs

University of Rochester

RHM Innovations Inc Brandon Davis

University of Southern California

Art by Athletes McCall Hall

Cherry Serena Allen

Esk Nishant Varshney

Instituto Faço Wellington Silva

L&F Project 
Management 

Monique Jackson

MatchAPro Tuduetso Masire

Nomadine Oluwaseun Adesanya

riddick & gray Marcela Riddick

Storyboard Rebecca Castillo

Tempus Nicolas Hoyos Ramirez

Thumbo Veronica Falzone

unithrifts Patricia Garcia

Veever João Pedro  
Novochadlo

University of Texas at Austin

aurelje Madeleine 
Montgomery

BarkHouse Barrett Pearce (Ward)

Cooplit Megan Wancura

Locol Mateo Delaguila

TipX App Amaan Dosani

Tuktuk Sujoy Purkayastha

University of Texas at Dallas

Anjali Jewelry 
Creations 

Asmita Mohanta

Bonsai Shashank Vinay Kumar

Bright Owl Sofia Babool

University of Texas at El Paso

1st Generation Derek Gonzalez

Canutillo Student 
Scholars Network 

Tristan Hernandez

PurseFind Salma  Atiya

ScaleSeek Diego Rangel

University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical Center

Boomerang Tezin Walji

Stepping Stone I-Mei Liao

Company Name

University at Buffalo

ADAWI Reem Berman

CHiT Becky Paul 
Odionhin

DOSACK Karan Shah

Journo Manaswi Mancha

Recyclboxe Vicky Huang

University of California, Berkeley

Carl's Sweet Potato 
Company 

Carlson Giddings

Firstly Kevin Hu

Hair Robotics Kadidia Konate

KinometriX, Inc. Sam Jazzo

scendo Clio Smith

Space Kinetic Vu Vuong

University of California, Irvine

Down Kevin Le

Foodpool Patrick Wang

SOLIDS Ruby Mejia-Perez

University of California, Los Angeles

balsa Ruffin Mitchener

Lofo Grace Yang

LA Youth Changemakers 
Initiative 

Genevieve Chin

PREPARE Juan Maya 
Hernandez

SmartbooksAR Simone Jensen

University of California, Riverside

EZ Bedpan Sawyer Schuljak

University of California, San Diego

Algeon Materials Kim Pendergrass

Cluvii Allan Mac

Pieneer Samson Chiu

Socale Saarth Shah

University of California, San Francisco

Dhawan Medical 
Innovations, Inc. 

Naveen Dhawan

University of California, Santa Cruz

SPORA Andrea Paz 
Lacavex

University of Central Florida

Koaching and Koffee Kashish Pathak

Lorzeus Samara  Taxil

Mermaid Glow Rachel Flasterstein
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Student Participants
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Derek Gonzales | 1st Generation | Education

Company
1st Generation is a non-profit that guides ambitious immigrant 
scholars to achieve academic and career success.

Inspiration
Derek was inspired to start 1st Generation after discovering the 
lack of guidance for undocumented students to succeed during 
and after college. 

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Reem Berman | ADAWI | Healthcare

Company
ADAWI is a prescription management and caregiver support 
platform.

Inspiration
Reem was inspired to start ADAWI after hearing stories of 
caregiver stress and troubles with managing prescriptions.

Student's LinkedIn

Ghali Jorio | Afritrip Advisors Morocco | 
Travel & Tourism

Company
Afritrip Advisors Morocco is a travel company that offers private 
and customized trips to Morocco’s upscale and luxury market.

Inspiration
Ghali was inspired to start Afritrip Advisors Morocco after 
organizing trips for family and friends in Morocco and around 
the world. 

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Kim Pendergrass | Algeon Materials | 
Cleantech / Sustainability

Company
Algeon Materials is creating biodegradable and sustainable 
bioplastic packaging from kelp for sustainable consumer brands.

Inspiration
Kim and her co-founder were inspired to start Algeon Materials 
after learning about the benefits of kelp while exploring 
sustainability ventures.

Website

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Asmita Mohanta | Anjali Jewellery Creations | 
Fashion & Beauty

Company
Anjali Jewellery Creations designs and manufactures handmade 
customized designer pieces of jewelry for women, employing 
socially and economically challenged women of the society.

Inspiration
Asmita and her sister were inspired to start Anjali Jewellery
Creations after struggling to find jewelry that is durable, 
lightweight, and easy to match with outfits for various occasions 
like festivals, parties, and outings.

Student's LinkedIn

McCall Hall | Art by Athletes | 
Media & Entertainment

Company
Company: Art by Athletes serves as a marketplace, platform and 
celebration for athletes who create, curate and celebrate all forms 
of traditional and digital art.

Inspiration
McCall Hall was inspired to launch Art by Athletes to continue the 
legacy of her late father, who was an artist, athlete, and activist. 

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Madeleine Montgomery | aurelje | 
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
aurelje is a necklace that holds your favorite memories, accessible 
with a tap of your phone using NFC technology. Think tech meets 
your grandma's locket!

Inspiration
Madeleine was inspired to build aurelje in order to add a deeper 
layer of connection to what we wear every day.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Ruffin Mitchener | balsa | Education

Company
balsa is a tech-enabled real estate brokerage supporting first-time 
homebuyers with financial education, tools, and coaching.

Inspiration
Ruffin was inspired to start balsa after the purchase of her first 
home left her with endless questions about necessary inspections, 
financial implications, and more.

Website

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Barrett Pearce (Ward) | BarkHouse | 
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
BarkHouse is an online home-to-home pet adoption platform that 
offers a new seamless transition for dogs and cats to be adopted 
directly from one good home to another without ever seeing the 
inside of a shelter.

Inspiration
Barrett was inspired to start BarkHouse after an extremely 
emotional experience trying to rehome a dog without having them 
having to go to the pound.

Student's LinkedIn

Sierra Lattuca | Bella Zoia | Sales & Marketing

Company
Bella Zoia is a volunteer-based creative studio that works to help 
nonprofit organizations properly engage their communities 
through marketing and video production.

Inspiration
Sierra was inspired to start Bella Zoia after spending one summer 
pulling every willing friend and family member she knew into 
making music videos for charity. During this time, they filmed 
12 videos, recruited some 150 volunteers, and made memories 
and friendships that, in some cases, would last a lifetime. 

Shashank Vinay Kumar | Bonsai | AI

Company
Bonsai is redefining the future of customer engagement through 
knowledge-based AI ticket resolution and lead generation.

Inspiration
Shashank was inspired to start Bonsai after experiencing firsthand 
the difficulties of poor customer service, long response times, and 
inadequate answers.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Tezin Walji | Boomerang | Business Services

Company
Reviews and ratings should go both ways: clients can rate vendors 
and the services received as well as vendors rate the clients. 
Boomerang is the Uber/AirBnB for the photography service industry.

Inspiration
Tezin was inspired to start Boomerang after her photography 
business showed her how unreasonable some clients could be.

Website

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Sofia Babool | Bright Owl | Education

Company
Bright Owl offers K-12 mentoring and academic tutoring.

Inspiration
Sofia was inspired to start Bright Owl after witnessing the 
widening of the academic gap during COVID-19.

Elizabeth Hanson | Build A Bouquet | 
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
Build A Bouquet offers an innovative alternative to flowers.

Inspiration
Elizabeth was inspired to create Build A Bouquet in order to help 
young couples struggling with finding meaningful ways to spend 
time together as well as communication issues.

Nayancie Matthews | Candid Organics | 
Fashion & Beauty

Company
Candid Organics is a natural hair company focusing on moisture 
and retention curls, koils, and kinks.

Inspiration
Nayancie was inspired to start Candid Organics after struggling to 
learn how to maintain moisture in her hair.Student's LinkedIn

Tristan Hernandez | Canutillo Student 
Scholars Network | Education

Company
The Canutillo Student Scholars Network is a program aimed at 
providing students with the necessary knowledge and skills to 
support their transition into higher education.

Inspiration
Tristan was inspired to launch Canutillo Student Scholars Network 
after an enlightening experience helping friends' little brothers and 
sisters write their resumes.

Student's LinkedIn

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Carlson Giddings | Carl's Sweet Potato Company | 
Food & Beverage

Company
Carl’s Sweet Potato Company harnesses the power of sweet 
potatoes to deliver delicious, nutritious, and climate-friendly 
foods for people on the go.

Inspiration
Carlson was inspired to start Carl’s Sweet Potato Company after a 
decade of living gluten-free forced her to compromise on taste, 
nutrition, and sustainability to maintain her diet.

Serena Allen | Cherry | Cleantech  /  Sustainability

Company
Cherry removes deadly PM 2.5 particles from wood-burning stove 
emissions using a renewables-powered Electrostatic Precipitator.

Inspiration
Serena was inspired to launch Cherry after discovering that the 
11,000 wood-burning stoves in Fairbanks, Alaska cause over 60% 
of Fairbanks’ pollution.

Becky Paul Odionhin | CHiT | 
Finance / FinTech / Blockchain

Company
CHiT educates people on loans in the way they like to learn, with 
short games and simplified concepts so they can avoid being in a 
situation with lots of loans and not a lot of knowledge on how to 
fix it.

Inspiration
Becky was inspired to start CHiT after participating in the M&T 
Bank Fintech Design Challenge 2022 on reimagining Student Debt 
and Lending.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Allan Mac | Cluvii | Media & Entertainment

Company
Cluvii is a social platform that enables users across different passions 
to collaborate on meaningful projects and activities.

Inspiration
Allan was inspired to start Cluvii after spontaneously visiting Pacific 
Beach in San Diego to look for something to do. He ended up meeting 
strangers and playing music around a bonfire, which made him think 
of the great things that could happen if strangers from different 
backgrounds come together.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Megan Wancura | Cooplit | Education

Company
Cooplit is an online platform for academics made to increase the 
collaborative nature of academia and limit gatekeeping by 
connecting people with similar research interests.

Inspiration
Megan came up with the idea for Cooplit after developing online 
friendships via Instagram and struggling to connect with science 
nerds in her discipline at conferences, school, or online. 

Naveen Dhawan | Dhawan Medical Innovations, Inc. | 
Healthcare

Company
Dhawan Medical Innovations, Inc. is producing the OncoDetect
Smart Bra, a wearable breast cancer detection device that can help 
with early detection.

Inspiration
Naveen was inspired to start Dhawan Medical Innovations, Inc. 
after a relative was diagnosed with breast cancer in her 40’s.

Karan Shah | DOSACK | Business Services

Company
DOSACK offers kernel-level security solutions that deal with 
malware detection comprising the most significant “YARA rules” 
that use signature-based detection and dynamic packet filtering 
along with protocols and port security.

Inspiration
Karan was inspired to start DOSACK while pursuing his Bachelor of 
Engineering in Computer Engineering in hopes of offering the 
world an effective and convenient solution for security.

Student's LinkedIn

Kevin Le | Down | Media & Entertainment

Company
Down is a social networking app that helps young adults find new 
friends to hang out with.

Inspiration
Kevin was inspired to start Down after struggling to find people 
interested in socializing during COVID.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Mateo Sáenz | Eagle-i | AI

Company
Eagle-i helps first responders save more lives after a disaster by 
leveraging cutting edge technology and automation.

Inspiration
Mateo was inspired to start Eagle-i after interviewing hundreds of 
first responders and survivors of the natural disasters affecting 
Haiti in 2010 and Ecuador in 2016.

Nishant Varshney | Esk | Business Services

Company
Esk is a platform where users can get 1:1 advice from experts, via 
text, for the price of a coffee.

Inspiration
Nishant was inspired to start Esk after discovering that there 
wasn’t an easy way for people to ask simple questions of subject 
matter experts online.

Sawyer Schuljak | EZ Bedpan | Healthcare

Company
EZ Bedpan offers a bedpan which decreases patient injuries and 
nurse patient care time, reducing typical facility costs by 
$530k/year.

Inspiration
Sawyer and his team were inspired to start EZ Bedpan after seeing 
how frustrating it can be to place patients on traditional bedpans.

Student's LinkedIn

Kevin Hu | Firstly | Education

Company
Firstly prepares college students for campus recruitment and helps 
them secure internships and jobs.

Inspiration
Kevin was inspired to start Firstly after discovering that 89% of
first-generation and low-income college students drop out of school.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn

Website
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Okiremute Oyiborhoro | FitKo | Healthcare

Company
FitKO is a Fitness Tech company here to revolutionize the fitness 
industry and reinvent the way people exercise through technical 
solutions providing guided exercises.

Inspiration
Okiremute was inspired to start FitKO after having a conversation 
with a classmate about their struggles with balancing exercise and 
studies as engineers.

Patrick Wang | Foodpool | Food & Beverage

Company
Foodpool combines food delivery with carpooling for a sustainable 
and affordable service.

Inspiration
Patrick was inspired to start Foodpool after paying large fees 
ordering food delivery and realizing how the current system is 
subpar for drivers, restaurants, and the environment.

Jennifer Arteta | Fun Pets World |
Retail, Commerce & Shoppping

Company
Fun Pets World is a  pet service membership with the mission to 
reduce animal homelessness globally.

Inspiration
Jennifer was inspired to start Fun Pets World after thinking
of ideas on how to scale her pet boarding and non-profit
animal rescue.

Student's LinkedIn

Kadidia Konate | Hair Robotics | Fashion & Beauty

Company
Hair Robotics is building a next-generation hair product for 
braiding hair. 

Inspiration
Kadidia was inspired to start Hair Robotics after spending countless 
hours and money on hairstylists, only to realize that despite the huge 
price tag for hair braiding, hairstylists still live in poverty, simply 
because the huge time commitment prevents them from generating 
enough revenue.

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn

Website

Student’s LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Jack Manning | Hiro Careers | Business Services

Company
Hiro Careers makes applying for a job as easy as paying with 
PayPal. They reduce the job application burden on students whilst 
giving recruiters unrivaled levels of qualified, screened applicants 
at lower cost.

Inspiration
Jack was inspired to start Hiro Careers after he and his co-founder 
saw their friends forget about college and solely spend their time 
job searching, filling in job applications, completing assessments 
and then being disheartened in the job search if rejected.

Katie Go | IBlieve | Education

Company
IBlieve is a global education nonprofit that supports high school 
International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program students –
especially in first-generation, low-income communities – by 
equipping them with free, high-quality resources and mentorship 
to succeed.

Inspiration
Katie was inspired to start IBlieve in response to the educational 
inequalities she saw exacerbated by the pandemic.

Justin Monaco | Illumenar | Healthcare

Company
Illumenar gives you control of your oral health through an AI driven 
smart device that enables you to monitor your oral health on a 
daily basis.

Inspiration
Justin was inspired to start Illumenar to combat his own struggles 
with lack of oral hygiene between dentist visits.

Student's LinkedIn

Wellington Silva | Instituto Faço | Education

Company
Instituto Faço offers income-generating opportunities for 
low-income youth living outside large urban centers through
hands-on teaching in digital marketing, entrepreneurship and 
financial education.

Inspiration
Wellington was inspired to start Instituto Faço after his own 
experience being born and raised in a small town with little 
access to opportunities. 

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Website

Student’s LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Sean Cai | IvyTour | Education

Company
IvyTour is an online peer-to-peer platform providing immersive 
and interactive 360 tours of universities with live student tour 
guides that replicate the physical tour process in an online setting.

Inspiration
Sean was inspired to start IvyTour after he was unable to do any 
physical college tours due to distance and COVID-19.

Jules Doua | JMB Import Xport LLC | 
Business Services

Company
JMB is an international brokerage company that helps food 
producers and food exporters reach foreign markets by promoting 
their products.

Inspiration
Jules was inspired to start JMB after working as a cocoa and coffee 
farmer in Africa and realizing that none of his country’s farmers 
could live on the fruits of their labor due to political reasons 
beyond many sub-Saharan African leaders' power.

Manaswi Mancha | Journo | Media & Entertainment

Company
Journo sends a high-quality, daily technology newsletter.

Inspiration
Manaswi was inspired to start Journey after becoming frustrated 
with sensationalist news.

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Sam Jazzo | KinometriX, Inc. | Healthcare

Company
Kinometrix is an AI early-warning system for hospital staff to help 
them keep patients safer during their stay.

Inspiration
Sam was inspired to start Kinometrix after taking part in the Inova 
Personalized Healthcare Accelerator, where he was posed the 
question, “How do we keep patients safer in hospitals?”

Website

Student's LinkedIn

Student's LinkedIn

Website

Student’s LinkedIn
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Note: The views expressed in this commentary are the personal views of the Student Participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Blackstone Group Inc. 
and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation.

Kashish Pathak | Koaching and Koffee | Education

Company
Koaching and Koffee is a coaching company that not only helps 
you during high school and college, but also makes you
real-world ready.

Inspiration
Kashish was inspired to start Koaching and Koffee after her own 
struggles with the college application process.

Monique Jackson | L&F Project Management | 
Business Services

Company
L&F Project Management creates jobs and upward economic 
mobility for Black women through careers in project management.

Inspiration
Monique was inspired to start L&F Project Management after her 
career in Big 4 consulting left her frustrated with the lack of 
diversity in the firm, especially in leadership.

Mateo Delaguila | Locol | Business Services

Company
Locol is a marketplace where small businesses can hire student 
freelancers to complete tasks for them, allowing students to
make money from home while keeping up with their busy
school schedules.

Inspiration
Mateo was inspired to start Locol after interviews with local Austin 
businesses led to the discovery that 90% of these companies did 
not have enough time to market their products or services to 
potential new customers.

Student's LinkedIn

Grace Yang | Lofo | Education

Company
Lofo is a college information hub where students can find
pre-professional resources while consuming a low-information diet.

Inspiration
Grace was inspired to start Lofo after becoming overwhelmed by the 
volume of informational newsletters her school would send related 
to her professional and academic interests.
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Samara Taxil | Lorzeus | Fashion & Beauty

Company
Lorzeus is a stainless steel jewelry company aiming to provide 
quality and affordable jewelry that empowers women.

Inspiration
Samara was inspired to start Lorzeus after realizing how difficult it 
was for herself, her family, and her friends to find both quality and 
affordable jewelry to wear.

Genevieve Chin | Los Angeles Youth Changemakers 
Initiative | Education

Company
Los Angeles Youth Changemakers Initiative prepares LA youth to 
be the change makers of the future through interdisciplinary 
technical education, civic engagement, and economic justice. 

Inspiration
Genevieve was inspired to start LAYCI after talks with industry 
professionals and youth about the gaps in public education 
preventing students from accessing education preparing them to 
drive innovation.

Saif Manna | Manna Bakery | Food & Beverage

Company
Manna Bakery is a Levantine bakery centered around creating 
fresh-baked produce with unique ingredients and flavor 
combinations to highlight the Levant’s rich history.

Inspiration
Saif was inspired to start Manna Bakery after realizing that, while 
Middle Eastern food was popular in the US, its quality did not do 
justice to the vibrant cuisines emanating from the region.

Tuduetso Masire | MatchAPro | Healthcare

Company
MatchAPro is a healthcare software that uses API technology to 
match critical underserved patients in Southern Africa to traveling 
doctors who do pro-bono procedures.

Inspiration
Tuduetso was inspired to start MatchAPro after realizing that in her 
home country of Botswana, she always had to travel to get reliable 
specialist care and had to hop from pharmacy to pharmacy
to find medication.
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Rachel Flasterstein | Mermaid Glow | 
Cleantech / Sustainability

Company
Mermaid Glow makes all-natural, sustainable products made to 
help you and the oceans look and feel beautiful!

Inspiration
Rachel was inspired to start Mermaid Glow after her time as a 
professional mermaid left her with horrible itchy cuts, razor burn, 
and wax burns.

Marcus Twichel | Morel Technology | 
Business Services

Company
Morel enables any restaurant to make a world-class mobile app so 
they can better compete against mega-chains.

Inspiration
Marcus was inspired to start Morel Technology after his search for 
a company to help him build an app for a mid-market coffee chain 
turned up empty.

Christopher Price | MyAce.Ai | Education

Company
MyAce.Ai is a platform that allows coaches and players to interact 
in a 1-1 format.

Inspiration
Christopher was inspired to start MyAce.Ai while exploring ways to 
create a tool that offers automated tennis advice.

Jasper Tahany | Myteria Minds | Healthcare

Company
Myteria Minds is an adaptogenic mushroom company that uses a 
regenerative business model that both removes waste from the
local economy and reduces GHG emissions through our circular 
production process.

Inspiration
Jasper was inspired to start Myteria Minds after first-hand 
experience of the beneficial impacts that adaptogenic mushrooms 
had on his health.
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Mhegan Alexander-Lee | Nailerz LLC | 
Fashion & Beauty

Company
Nailerz is a beauty tech company that connects nail techs / small 
businesses with individuals looking to book nail services within 
their area.

Inspiration
Mhegan was inspired to start Nailerz after discovering the
lack of easy, convenient access to independent nail technicians 
and their services.

Eoin O'Doherty | Netsso | Business Services

Company
Netsso offers a revolutionary cloud encryption solution that 
enables users to take ownership of their data security. We provide 
an essential and impenetrable layer of protection by encrypting 
your data before its housing with the major cloud storage 
providers.

Inspiration
Eoin was inspired to start Netsso after seeing how costly
data breaches can cripple small and medium professional
services firms.

Noel Cedanio Urena | Nio | Food & Beverage

Company
Nio is a collective of sustainable, organic and Kosher cocoa 
and coffee beans producers in The Dominican Republic and 
Puerto Rico.

Inspiration
Noel was inspired to start Nio after experiencing the challenges of 
coffee and cocoa production firsthand on his family farm. 

Oluwaseun Adesanya | Nomadine | Travel & Tourism

Company
Nomadine is reinventing travel and rekindling social interaction by 
curating hyper-personalized social and travel experiences based on 
user data and behavioral analysis.

Inspiration
Oluwaseun was inspired to start Nomadine after discovering that 
nearly half of millennial travelers have had a bad travel companion 
and 48% say that personality differences have ruined a trip.
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Hannah Arthurs | OOMPH! | Travel & Tourism

Company
Company: OOMPH! connects people to local things to do according 
to their personal interests and budgets through weekly 
personalized recommendations, while simultaneously supporting 
local businesses.

Inspiration
Hannah was inspired to start OOMPH! after struggling to find and 
book new places to go that she could afford for different groups, 
including girls / boys night, date night, and family night.

Samson Chiu | Pieneer | Education

Company
Pieneer connects students with relevant resources and needs
as a bridge.

Inspiration
Samson was inspired to start Pieneer after watching people have a 
hard time adjusting to American culture without the access to 
resources, support, and community.

Daniel Avramov | PocketBed | 
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
PocketBed is an auto inflatable portable housing solution to 
people that have trouble with stable housing and security.

Inspiration
Daniel was inspired to start PocketBed after walking to and from 
school from the ages 12-18 and noticing many homeless people 
that were outside in the cold, rainy weather.

Juan Maya Hernandez | PREPARE | Business Services

Company
PREPARE bridges the gap between immigrant college talent and 
employers through freelancing.

Inspiration
Juan was inspired to start PREPARE after losing a job opportunity 
due to the paperwork required to hire immigrant workers.
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Salma Atiya | PurseFind |
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
PurseFind offers handbags and accessories at accessible prices.

Inspiration
Salma was inspired to start PurseFine after struggling to find a 
purse she liked that wasn’t overpriced. 

Kareem Hill | Rare Concepts  | Fashion & Beauty

Company
Rare Concepts is a retail company that sells high-quality, luxury 
streetwear apparel at affordable prices.

Inspiration
Kareem was inspired to start Rare Concepts after searching 
for ways to motivate other people to dream above their
current struggles.

Vicky Huang | Recycleboxe | Food & Beverage

Company
Recycleboxe works with university food-recovery programs to 
provide students with low-cost meals in a recyclable package.

Inspiration
Vicky was inspired to start Recycleboxe after noticing the food 
waste at her school cafeteria.

Brandon Davis | RHM Innovations Inc. | Healthcare

Company
RHM Innovations Inc. develops products to assist physically limited 
individuals with the bathing process.

Inspiration
Brandon was inspired to start RHM Innovations after he and his 
co-founder saw the impact that loss of independence can have on 
loved ones.
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Marcela Riddick | riddick & gray | Business Services

Company
riddick & gray is a consultancy dedicated to creative social impact; 
we specialize in sustainable concept design, supporting start-up 
social enterprises, and impact-centered media projects.

Inspiration
Marcela was inspired to start riddick & gray with her co-founder 
after their collective experiences in social entrepreneurship, 
zoology, global studies, conservation, journalism, and film 
production culminated in social impact through a creative lens.

Riley Walz | Routeshuffle | Healthcare

Company
Routeshuffle is a random route generator for runners, walkers
and cyclists.

Inspiration
Riley was inspired to start Routeshuffle after becoming bored 
running the same routes around his neighborhood.

Diego Rangel | ScaleSeek | Education

Company
ScaleSeek is an online learning platform that teaches you how to 
develop software without writing code.

Inspiration
Diego was inspired to start ScaleSeek after no-code tools allowed 
him to bring countless ideas to life by removing the code barrier to 
software development.

Clio Smith | scendo | Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
scendo lets you forget the hassle of coordinating a meetup to buy 
and sell with strangers. Easily pick up/drop off items at local lockers 
on your own time.

Inspiration
Clio was inspired to start scendo while managing her e-commerce 
jewelry brand and discovering how much of a hassle it is to find a 
location and time to meet up with customers and deliver orders.
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Kaci Walter | SetLink | Business Services

Company
SetLink is a platform that automates the booking process for 
artists and venues to facilitate connections and streamline 
communication.

Inspiration
Kaci was inspired to start SetLink after her co-founder, an
active member of the local music scene, struggled with the
process for booking shows.

Dillon Eisman | Sew Swag | Fashion & Beauty

Company
Sew Swag is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that upcycles damaged and 
donated apparel for homeless youth.

Inspiration
Dillon was inspired to start Sew Swag after visiting a homeless 
shelter for LGBT youth in Los Angeles, where he discovered that 
not everyone has the simple privilege of deciding what they want 
to wear when they wake up.

Simone Jensen | SmartbooksAR | Education

Company
SmartbooksAR creates elementary school textbooks paired with 
AR apps.

Inspiration
Simone was inspired to start SmartbooksAR after teaching herself 
to build apps while at home during COVID-19.
.

Saarth Shah | Socale | AI

Company
Socale aims to fit in as a data-driven social discovery platform, 
allowing people to find others who are really compatible with them 
and build deep, significant, and multi-faceted connections, on 
college campuses, without having to depend on sheer luck.

Inspiration
Saarth was inspired to start Socale after his own personal struggles 
developing connections with peers due to the lack of similarity in 
interests, mindset, and goals.
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Ruby Mejia-Perez | SOLIDS | Education

Company
SOLIDS is an app for high school students enabling them to do 
outreach on career fields and community involvement.

Inspiration
Ruby was inspired to start SOLIDS after discovering that
her own high school experience, which was filled with many 
opportunities and support from counselors, teachers, and 
mentors, was the opposite of the experience many
undocumented students go through.

Vu Vuong | Space Kinetic | 
Industrial, Energy & Environment

Company
Space Kinetic is a utility & logistics startup providing scalable, 
rapid resource transfer services to enable a prosperous future 
space economy.

Inspiration
Vu was inspired to found Space Kinetic after realizing that space 
development is crucial for a sustainable future of humanity.

Andrea Paz Lacavex | SPORA | 
Cleantech / Sustainability

Company
SPORA is a multidisciplinary program and organization with the 
objective of restoring and improving management of kelp forests 
facing climate change.

Inspiration
Andrea was inspired to start SPORA after her time diving the 
Mexican Pacific as a scientific diver gave her a firsthand look at 
kelp forests slowly decaying due to climate change.

Kayla Foley | StaffOnTap | Healthcare

Company
StaffOnTap is a digital marketplace connecting understaffed nursing 
homes and temporary nurses.

Inspiration
Kayla was inspired to start StaffOnTap after time spent working in 
her family’s nursing home business introduced her to the seriousness 
of the nurse staffing shortage.
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I-Mei Liao | Stepping Stone | Healthcare

Company
Stepping Stone is a digital health startup that helps relieve the 
mental health burden during personal struggles through its mobile 
app platform that inspires with content of relatable personal 
challenge stories.

Inspiration
I-Mei was inspired to start Stepping Stone after her experience 
reading relatable biographies and watching documentaries during 
her difficult times provided hope, reassurance and inspiration.

Rebecca Castillo | Storyboard | Education

Company
Storyboard is a digital media curriculum that teaches middle and 
high school students photography, filmmaking, and writing skills. 
Over the course of the program, students produce multimedia 
stories on issues affecting them and their communities.

Inspiration
Rebecca was inspired to start Storyboard after noticing the
lack of accessible digital media education and diverse 
representation in media.

Lily Lo | Sugar Sucre | Food & Beverage

Company
Sugar Sucre is a company dedicated to providing luxury private 
catering services and customizable desserts.

Inspiration
Lily was inspired to start Sugar Sucre after her passion for the 
hospitality industry sparked the thought of being able to create 
happiness and joy for others through the power of food.

Jonathan Reyes | TECH 7.7 | Cleantech / Sustainability

Company
TECH 7.7 is creating better sustainability with stronger communities 
in every phone case. 

Inspiration
Jonathan was inspired to start TECH 7.7 after growing up in New 
York City and watching manufacturing jobs disappear and companies 
care less and less about the environment.
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Nicolas Hoyos Ramirez | Tempus | 
Media & Entertainment

Company
Tempus offers a history NFT collection that aims to connect people 
through moments in history, which are delivered through unique 
and verified quotes from important characters in history.

Inspiration
Nicolas was inspired to start Tempus as a way to combine his 
passion for stories from history and NFT communities.

Deandra Simon | The Next Step | Education

Company
The Next Step is a Gen-Z career development agency that
serves collegiate students of color and entry-level professionals 
find their Next Step.

Inspiration
Deandra was inspired to start The Next Step after witnessing the 
job crisis that many professionals faced during the height of a 
global pandemic.

Veronica Falzone | Thumbo | Media & Entertainment

Company
Thumbo is a sports-focused audience-engagement platform 
helping to boost revenue for teams by connecting them to their 
fanbase through interactive technology.

Inspiration
Veronica was inspired to start Thumbo after watching an NBA 
game where fans printed out flyers to start a single cheer. Having 
identified this antiquated process, Veronica began to learn the 
immense data, sponsorship, and fan loyalty value that teams could 
garner from a digitized engagement software.

Amaan Dosani | TipX App | Business Services

Company
TipX is a platform for employee recognition, retention, and gratuity. 

Inspiration
Amaan was inspired to start TipX in order to help hourly employees 
build their own credibility and earn extra income while on the job.
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Sujoy Purkayastha | Tuktuk | Transportation

Company
Tuktuk is a carpooling platform that bridges the gap between 
affordable and convenient transportation.

Inspiration
Sujoy was inspired to start Tuktuk after he and his friends had to 
resort to cramped, inconvenient public transportation or 
expensive ridesharing options such as Uber or Lyft to shop for 
groceries during college.

Patricia Garcia | unithrifts | Cleantech / Sustainability

Company
unithrifts is a gamified peer-to-peer platform for students/alumni 
to buy/sell secondhand collegiate gear and track their 
environmental impact.

Inspiration
Patricia was inspired to start unithrifts after her time on college 
campuses led her to notice something that these institutions of 
higher education had in common: inaccessible collegiate gear.

Sophie Dornevil | Upfront | Healthcare

Company
Upfront is a two-sided marketplace for mental health services; 
patients can find doctors and make appointments with
transparent pricing, and private practices gain a one-stop
practice management solution that alleviates the burden of
administrative tasks.

Inspiration
Sophie was inspired to start Upfront after noticing friends having 
difficulty finding quality mental healthcare at a price that they 
could afford. 

João Pedro Novochadlo | Veever | AI

Company
Veever is a mobile app that uses microlocation technology and 
artificial intelligence to aid visually impaired people in indoor-
outdoor spaces.

Inspiration
João Pedro was inspired to start Veever after working as a volunteer 
at an institute for people with visual impairments, where he
came to know many of the challenges these people face on a
day-to-day basis.
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Ashley Casimere | VendU | 
Retail, Commerce & Shopping

Company
VendU provides vending machines that hold a variety of basic
living essentials that many college students, both males and 
females, need.

Inspiration
Ashley was inspired to start VendU after an experience where she 
was unable to access the products she needed to treat really bad
stomach cramps because campus stores were already closed.

Kiran Khalid | Venus | AI

Company
Venus is an operating system that competes against IOS and 
Android with an E.I that analyzes user’s device usage and 
thoughts, dreams, memories, and emotion.

Inspiration
Kiran was inspired to start Venus as a way to help her mother’s 
health issues by creating a tool that could help her stay organized 
and emotionally aware on her device.
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